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MISSION STATEMENT 

"Riders USA's primary 

mission is to create awareness 

of local, state, and national 

policy that directly or 

indirectly impacts the 

Sovereignty of the United 

States. We will accomplish 

this through participation in, 

and leadership of focused 

rallies, educational events and 

other activities.  RidersUSA 

will be known as an 

organization of law-abiding 

American citizens that believe 

our country should be 

governed from within and by 

the United States 

Constitution." 
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A FREE EVENT HOSTED BY RidersUSA on Aug. 19th! 

The Governed V Governing series highlights and explores the epic timeless struggle between 
chaos and oppression; between ‘us’ and ‘them.’ LaVoy – Dead Man Talking is about LaVoy 
Finicum; the rancher killed, by Oregon State and Federal Law enforcement on January 26, 2016. 
LaVoy explains to you, in his own words, why he stood up to what he felt was a ‘government 
bully’ and describes, in detail, each and every decision he makes along the way. 
All proceeds will be shared equally between Jeanette Finicum and Center for Self Governance. 
Jeanette will use the proceeds for her ‘wrongful death’ legal fund and CSG will use the proceeds 
to advance applied civics across the country including the event listed below. Come join us. 
 

New Members 
Marcelino Ramos – Goodyear, Arizona  

Michael Pavlock – Peoria, Arizona 
Nicholas McLain – Mesa, Arizona 

 
RidersUSA is Co-Hosting this Class August 19th. 
 
Theory of Human Government 
In the first half of class, the student compares and 
contrasts the theoretical concepts of power, 
government, and control. The student will learn 
different systems of government based on those 
concepts. The control concepts of Self Governance 
and Centralized Governance introduces the student to 
the experimental role of the governed within the U.S. 
mixed republican system of government. 

Structure of Human Government 
In the second half of class, the student is introduced to the design elements of the U.S. 
mixed republican form of government. They will learn the logic behind and 
current……..continued on page 3 
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“The Good, The Bad and The Ugly” 
by Vince Ansel 

“SPLC - Merchants of Hate and Division” 
        Who are these people??!!! The “Southern Poverty Law Center” is an 
organization whose self-professed mission is to ferret out, expose and 
prosecute American “hate groups”. Actually, they are a well-funded tool of 
the left whose mission is to suppress political opposition. Ironically, the 
SPLC is one of the leading purveyors of hate, division and injustice known in 
this country today. Targets are selected according to the politics of their 
prey. If an organization or individual has an agenda that doesn’t fit within 
the narrow confines of their leftist ideology, that entity may be subjected 
to legal harassment and “blacklisted” as a nuisance or a danger to the 
public at large. 
    SPLC accusations of “hate mongering” by some groups may have some 

merit. However, SPLC lumps together “right of center”, conservative, pro-America organizations with the true 
purveyors of hate. This “muddling effect” is intended to lend an aura of legitimacy to an organization specializing in 
deception and propaganda.  
     Legal action has recently been taken by the SPLC against two local conservative organizations, the “Patriot 
Movement, AZ” and “AZ Patriots”. Members of these two organizations had been confronting busloads of Illegal Aliens 
being dumped at local churches by Homeland Security for processing on their claims for “asylum”. In the final analysis, 
90% of these claims have been shown to be totally bogus.  http://ktar.com/story/2602419/federal-lawsuit-filed-
against-arizona-anti-immigrant-groups/ 
     Granted, the confrontational style of the aforementioned groups has been controversial. They are an “in your face”, 
no nonsense bunch of young Americans decrying the invasion of thousands of Illegal Aliens breaching our southern 
border with Mexico. To their credit, this group of activists “keeps it legal” by not encouraging or engaging in acts of 
violence.   
     The legal action filed against these conservative organizations is totally frivolous. Since when is the usage of harsh 
language against foreign law breakers and their enablers contrary to Constitutional principles? Answer: it isn’t. This 
lawsuit is a clear attack on the 1st Amendment Rights of American citizens who have the courage to speak out when 
government fails. 
     SPLC is a seditious, leftist organization, whose tactics include the unleashing of unscrupulous lawyers in beating up 
on political opposition. By attacking these young patriots with frivolous lawsuits, they are utilizing our legal system as a 
cudgel to intimidate them into submission and ultimate silence. Bullying tactics like this simply will not work. It is 
antithetical to the American spirit of Freedom and Liberty. We love our freedoms more than we fear SPLC. 
     Aiding and abetting SPLC, Congressional inaction adds to this conundrum. The deceptions committed by SPLC needs 
to be exposed and challenged at every turn for the divisive damage they do to society as a whole. They revel in chaos. 
Without it, they have no purpose…..continued on page 4 
 

RidersUSA’s Annual Membership 
Meeting, Saturday October 19, 2019 
Each year, our Membership rides to a location, usually in Arizona, 
for a weekend to elect our new Board Members. In addition to the 
Annual meeting which includes Lunch and a presentation by a 
guest speaker, we always have evening entertainment that 
everyone enjoys. We head out of Phoenix on Saturday morning, 
and come back on Sunday. Stay tuned as we finalize location, guest 

speaker and entertainment for the event. Remember, RidersUSA is a Membership Based non-profit where the 
membership elects the Leadership. Your participation in the annual election is important.  

Save The Date 
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To get more detailed information on events in this newsletter, 

Go to www.RidersUSA.net  
 

“As Smooth Sees It” 
by Keith Lefevbre 

“They’re not even trying to hide it anymore” 
 
     So, for the last 2 days I have watched the Democratic Debate…. 
yes…all of it. I figured that since I had a colonoscopy a few years 
ago, I could endure just about anything. First let me say that I 
believe now that I would rather have another colonoscopy than 
subject myself to the complete sh*t show that took place in 
Miami on that stage. Anyone else notice that on the second night 
there was not one American flag to be seen anywhere?!?! 
     I remember when I was a kid and people talked about 
communists in hushed tones. I remember when the idea of 
communism in our country was the thing that TV shows and movies were made about…. 
     Now? They’re not even hiding it anymore, they’re here and standing on the stage with “millions” watching and 
tuning in!! Maybe they’re not the commies that our troops fought against in the past but bet your last dollar they’re 
Communists and they’re here walking the halls of our government and running for the most powerful office in the 
world! 
     They’re openly “promising” to have a government takeover of the “evil corporations”, to tax the “wealthy” at 70%, 
to literally confiscate through mandatory “buybacks” all of our guns. FREE healthcare for all, FREE college for all, FREE! 
FREE! FREE!!! There is even one guy that thinks giving everyone over 18 a thousand dollars a month FREE is a plan that 
will work to help with climate change!!! 
     Remember folks, when the leaders of government start throwing the word “free” around, rest assured the one thing 
that won’t be free is its citizens. 
     I don’t care what name you call it…. communism, socialism, liberalism, progressivism, it’s all a mental disorder and it 
needs to be dealt with. 
     I’m just an old gun toting redneck biker but ……. continued page 4 
 

FOUNDATIONAL CIVICS TRAINING continued from page 1 

………..structure of separation of governments (i.e. 
Federal v. State), the separation of powers (i.e. executive 
v. legislative), and the separation of controls (i.e. Sheriff 
v. Coroner). They will explore the inter-relationship 
between a selection of elected, appointed, and employed 
governors and influencing (controlling) those governors. 
The student completes all training exercises before 
entering the Applied Civics program. This level and 
associated exercises establish the student’s basis of 
authority from which they will put self-governance into 
practice in the remaining training levels. 
Class is Monday, August 19, 1-5 pm. Afterwards, join us 
for a Free screening of LaVoy, Dead Man Talking. Both 
events take place at the Tempe Elks located at 2320 S 
Hardy Dr. in Tempe AZ 85282. Details at 480.203.1051 
Training conducted by Mark Herr, Center for Self-
Governance.  

 

 
RidersUSA is holding our annual Hawaiian Luau with our 
Veterans again this year on Saturday, August 03. This is 
NOT a public event and is intended for members only.  

 

http://www.ridersusa.net/
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THE WRAP UP 
“SPLC - Merchants of Hate…”  continued from page 2 

Regardless of whether you agree in the manner with 
which PMAZ and AZPatriots go about their business, we 
need to support basic 1st Amendment Rights to free 
expression. The SPLC lawsuit is indeed an attack on that 
Constitutional right and any reasonable judge should 
agree. Groups like PMAZ and AZPatriots should be 
heralded for vehemently speaking out on the anti-
American activities of an “Open Borders” agenda. If we 
do not “circle the wagons” to defend and support these 
American Patriot groups, will SPLC then be emboldened 
to target you next??? 
 
“Not even trying to Hide it any more…” continued from page 3 

even I can see that these people have no concept of 
American values nor do they hold anything but contempt 
for personal liberty and our Constitution. They truly hate 
America and need to be stopped at the ballot box in 
2020. If not, my fear is that the country’s future will one 
day be decided by the ammo box. 
     What I have watched for the last 2 days should strike 
fear into every red-blooded American in the nation, the 
ideas and plans that these people have for the future of 
our nation will destroy it. Have these people ever heard 
of Venezuela?!?!?! 
    They’re not even trying to hide it…. they plan to 
destroy our way of life and kill what freedoms we have 
left.  Thanks for letting me rant again, God bless America 
and long live the Republic!! 

AZ Secretary of State Breaks the Rules! 

 
Secretary's office failed to follow the regulations visibly 

posted on state Capitol grounds. 
 

Secretary of State Katie Hobbs can not just fly a flag 
because she wants to without approval. A Huge supporter 
of the LGBTQ community, Katie thinks the Arizona State 
Capitol Museum is part of her office and it is ok attaching 
any  flag over a Capitol 
building without following 
the rules. Is a swastika ok? 

Do you agree? 
Give her a call! 

 
Arizona Secretary of State 

Katie Hobbs 
602-542-4285 

 

Local, County, State and Federal News 
Immigration - Second Amendment - United States Sovereignty – Education 

Immigration - In Yuma, construction on the new 500-person tent facility in the back parking lot of a Border Patrol 
headquarters began about two weeks ago. The facilities will be exclusively for families traveling with children and for 
unaccompanied children. The agency spent just under $15 million for the setup and services for four months, including 
meals, laundry and security. Nearly 11,000 families and 6,000 unaccompanied kids have crossed the Yuma sector since 
October, making it the third-busiest area in the Southwest. ASTRID GALVAN AND COLLEEN LONG, Associated Press 
 
Second Amendment – “The Needles, California City Council wanted our community to know that we support their 
Second Amendment Right to Keep and Bear Arms,” Mayor Jeff Williams said in a statement June 15 after city council 
members unanimously approved the declaration. “While we recognize that all lawful gun owners are responsible for 
ensuring they are compliant with state and federal gun laws, we also recognize that the State of California cannot 
adopt laws that impair the rights guaranteed by the Second Amendment.” 
Jeff Williams – Needles California Mayor. 

RidersUSA’s Annual Membership Meeting  – October 19 , 2019 – Details to follow. 
This meeting is for Paid Voting Members of RidersUSA, their family and invited guests only. 

FOLLOW US ON 

 
 


